Abstract. 
Symbols
viscosity kinematic viscosity x and y components qf velocity velocity of cylinder stream function vorticity viscous drag force surface resistance resistance mesh element voltages corresponding to and $ ratio of cylinder diameter to wall separation.
Introduction
For the steady two-dimensional flow of an incompressible fluid the Navier Stokes' equations reduce to a a ax ay vv4*=u -(VZ+)+u-(VZ$).
For very low Reynolds numbers the terms on the right-hand side become small and the equation reduces to the biharmonic equation Resistive network analogue methods for the solution of two-dimensional problems governed by these equations have been described by Liebman (1 955), Palmer and Redshaw (1955) and Volynski and Bukhman (1965) . These analogues consist of two plane meshes each composed of a rectangular array of equal resistors, linked at corresponding points by resistors of higher resistance. Curtis and Sherry (1970) gave details of an analogue comprising two sheets of conducting paper linked at corresponding points by resistors of resistance higher than the resistance per square of the paper. A useful advantage of this method is that problems with curved boundaries may be readily solved.
Experimental method
The analogue was constructed as shown in figure 1. A and B are two sheets of conducting paper of surface resistance r= 1.5 kQ per square. The resistors R are 12.5 MQ and are , -r --- 
( 5 )
The value of V , at any point may be scaled to $ values. The scaling factor c is chosen such that the maximum value of $ is 1000. Voltages on the lower layer V, are multiplied by -cr/Rh2 to give 4 values. Thus equation (5) boundary of the cylinder the no-slip condition a$/& applies where n is a normal to the boundary. To achieve this condition the conducting paint boundaries along the cylinder boundary of the $ layer are divided into short segments. The potential applied to each of these segments is adjusted until the required boundary condition is obtained. This is done by drawing a normal to the boundary of the cylinder on the $ layer at points corresponding to the centre of each segment on the $ layer. The t,b values at small distances 1 and 21 from the boundary along the normal are required to be in proportion $z=4$1 (Curtis and Sherry 1970) .
The velocity of the wall and fluid near the wall are the same and equal to the velocity at infinity -U. The upper $ boundary corresponding to the wall is again divided into short segments and the voltages applied to the segments are varied until the boundary conditions are obtained. To do this a line is drawn on the $ layer parallel to and distant h from the wall. The value of $max is the total flux of fluid and is equal to the velocity of fluid distant from the cylinder (-U ) x the separation (16h). Hence
Hence to obtain the required condition the value of 16 along the drawn line must have a constant value of 15t,bmax/16. The velocity near the wall will then be ($max-lS$max/16>/h= -U as required.
solution. It is normally necessary to carry out the procedure five or six times.
The above adjustments interact and an iterative technique is used to obtain the

Results
Figures 3 and 4 show the results for streamlines and vorticities respectively for A=0.5. Solutions were also undertaken by numerical methods on an ICL 1905 computer using the standard finite difference methods (Southwell 1959, Thom and Apelt 1961) . Streamlines can be seen to agree to 2 % and vorticities to 10 %. Similar results were obtained for the complete range of A.
Viscous drag forces were evaluated from both analogue and numerical values using the energy dissipation as given by Milne-Thomson (1949) , where 7 is the viscosity, V the volume enclosing the whole region and F is the viscous drag force. For two-dimensional problems, unit depth is usually taken and F is taken to be the viscous drag force per unit depth.
Direct experiments to determine F were also carried out by measuring the terminal velocities for a range of cylinders falling between parallel plates in a silicone oil S of viscosity 10 N s m-2 at 20°C (figure 2). The Reynolds number varied between 10-5 for the smallest cylinder and 10-3 for the biggest. The section of channel used was 10 x 115 mm and the vertical height 600 mm. Steel cylinders were used of length 76 mm and diameters in the range 0.48 to 5.0 mm. The channel was completely filled with the oil and temperature was controlled at 20 "C. The cylinders were introduced centrally, horizontally and with zero initial velocity. Tests showed that terminal velocity was reached after a few mm. The times to fall between the 100 and 500 mm positions were v recorded. In some cases the cylinders were observed to move off centre or away from the horizontal, a tendency most marked with the biggest cylinders. Results in such cases were discarded.
The results for the drag force constant c= F/qU are shown in table 1, together with results from two other sources. Up to A-0.208 the agreement in the results by all the methods is reasonable. Above A=00169, the theoretical, analogue and numerical results were higher than the results of the direct experiments. This could be due to the largest cylinders in the direct experiments not falling exactly centrally in the channel. The theoretical models of Faxen (1946) and Takaisi (1955) produce formulae with a power series in X with only terms up to a certain order of X considered. These authors suggest that their results above h=0*2 will be less reliable. The analogue results up to h=0.334
are within 10 y: of the other results of this author. The analogue results for the two highest values of h show bigger differences but they are intermediate between the results by direct experiment and by numerical methods, and are considered likely to be subject to a maximum error of 10%.
Conclusions
The analogue method has been found to be a very convenient and quick method for the solution of two-dimensional incompressible flow problems at zero Reynolds number, giving streamlines with a maximum error of 2 % and vorticities and viscous drag forces with a probable maximum error of 10%.
